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SUMMARY The development of new technologies has undoubtedly promoted the advances of modern education, among which Virtual Reality (VR) technologies have made the education more visually accessible for students. However, classroom education has been the focus of VR applications whereas not much research has been done in promoting sports education using VR technologies. In this paper, an immersive VR system is designed and implemented to create a more intuitive and visual way of teaching tennis. A scalable system architecture is proposed in addition to the hardware setup layout, which can be used for various immersive interactive applications such as architecture walkthroughs, military training simulations, other sports game simulations, interactive theaters, and telepresent exhibitions. Realistic interaction experience is achieved through accurate and robust hybrid tracking technology, while the virtual human opponent is animated in real time using shader-based skin deformation. Potential future extensions are also discussed to improve the teaching/learning experience.
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1. Introduction

Recently with the proliferation of personal computers, projectors and speakers, more and more classrooms are equipped with multimedia capabilities for teacher presentation and student interactions. With the emergence of networking and Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW), virtual classrooms become popular in the research community in late 1990s. Combined with stereoscopic projected display technology, virtual reality (VR) applications are more attractive for its ability of immersive experience to the users, and thus has been explored [1] since the late 90s.

Winn [2] identifies three types of immersive experience VR would allow but can not be available in the real world. First, VR allows the changes of the user sizes and objects in the virtual environment. Second, immersive VR can make multisensory cues to present information that is not available to human senses in a direct and clear manner. Third, VR allows the creation and visualization of objects and events that have no physical form in the real world.

In most academic areas, the success of a student largely depends on his/her ability to envision and manipulate the abstract information [3]. Scientific visualization, as a sub-area of VR research provides the opportunity to help people recognize patterns, qualitatively understand physical processes, move among different different frames of reference freely and manipulate micro-objects easily. For example, Akkiraju et al. [4] proposed a protein structure visualization system based on CAVE [5]. The applications of VR in visualization is very useful in many classroom education situations. However, there are not many attempts in applying VR for sports education.

Comparing with sports education in the real world, there are 4 significant benefits using VR technologies:

1. The weather conditions in the real world can not be controlled or easily switched whereas the weather in a VR environment can be manipulated easily in simulation;
2. In a controlled VR environment, the feelings playing a game can be simulated and changed, such as force, gravity, ball speed, spin, etc. whereas in a real environment these cannot be changed;
3. In a controlled VR environment, everything can be precisely measured and replayed for sports analysis and repetitive training;
4. In a VR environment, there would be more fun playing with virtual objects that don’t exist in the real world such as playing golf with a Tiger Woods or playing baseball with a teddy bear.

In this paper, we proposed an immersive VR system for tennis sports education. The gameplay can be recorded and re-play at a later stage for analysis. The user can be tracked on his/her head and racket, and haptic feelings are generated from hitting the tennis ball. More importantly, the user can choose to play with different types of virtual players to train himself comprehensively and having fun at the same time.

2. System Design

A sports education or simulation system generally has the following requirements:

1. Providing the close-to-life viewing experience to the users;
2. Requiring the user to react as fast as in real sports games;
3. Providing similar feedback feelings to the user as in real life.

Based on these 3 requirements, we have proposed an immersive projection based display and interaction system.
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The projection system was composed of two back projected HD Infitec projectors, to provide the user 3D (stereoscopic) viewing with wide angles. A hybrid tracking system was developed to track the user’s head and racket movements, while a haptics module was devised to generate force feedback and vibration for the tennis racket. As shown in Fig. 1, mirrors are used to reduce the projection space constraint. The hybrid tracking system was composed of ultrasonic-inertial tracking devices and infra-red (IR) cameras and markers.

The motivations of this system design [6] are:

1. To provide the necessary immersive experience with enough viewing angles but not restricting the player’s movement;
2. To provide the best stereoscopic and smooth viewing experience in movement, without the nauseated feelings or flickering views when using traditional stereoscopic display technologies;
3. To provide robust and accurate real time tracking for the high speed movement in tennis games;
4. To provide the vibration and force feedback feelings that were mostly missing from most tennis simulations.

To complement this design, a scalable system architecture will be proposed in the next section. The key modules of the system will be discussed respectively in its implementation. In this design, an intuitive interface (racket swing interactions, haptics feedback and player’s view on stereoscopic display) is provided specifically for the application of tennis education. The models include animation of human character and tennis ball. This paper is the continuous work of [6] with more technical details emphasizing on the software architecture and implementation including display, tracking, animation and haptics. Some new results will also be presented on the system performance and visual simulation result.

3. Software Architecture and Implementation

Our immersive VR tennis education system was developed based on the scene-graph architecture, and can be easily scaled up to take in more modules when needed. An illustration of our system architecture is shown in Fig. 2. We classified the different 3D models under the navigation node, while lighting is specified for the scene separately. In this way, the navigation can be done through a hardware controller to present adjustable views of the scene/simulation for the player.

Under the broad navigation node, there will be 4 categories of nodes taking care of independent items within the simulation. A court 3D model will be one of the components for animation. A few net 3D models of different shapes are designed under net animation switch to show the continuous movement when it is collided by the ball. Additionally other few net 3D models are also used to display some gentle net movements when there is a breeze. A 3D ball model is used under the ball animation node. With input from virtual human animation and artificial intelligence (AI) module, the virtual player can be skin-deformed and his/her racket 3D models can be manipulated for animation. More 3D models such as a ball serving machine or watching audience can be added in to extend the scene. In addition, these models can be replaced for different educational simulations such as military simulation, and driving simulation, etc.

During our game play, the ball 3D model will interact with other models such as the court, net, virtual player, and the racket through fast collision detection. The fast and accurate collision detection of the virtual ball and the real racket is through our hybrid tracking module, which combines an ultrasonic-inertial tracking system with an optical tracking system. The player’s head and racket movements are constantly tracked accurately through this tracking module.

With the stereoscopic display (in Sect. 3.1), the player is able to feel the ball flying in the air to him/her. Together with the haptics feedback on the racket, when the virtual ball is detected to have collided with the real tennis racket...
through fast collision detection, the player would be able to feel the vibration and force feedback when playing real tennis (in Sect. 3.5). As the stereoscopic rendering takes double times the computing resources than a normal 2D display and in order to display super-real animations, shader-based skin deformation is developed in the implementation to speed up the virtual human skin deformation, thus occupying little CPU time to ensure a high frame rate game play (in Sect. 3.3.1).

High-definition stereoscopic display, real-time hybrid tracking, animation and haptics are the key components in the implementation to make the VR system feels real and differentiate it from the existing immersive simulation systems. In the following sections, these key modules will be discussed with emphasis on the real-time hybrid tracking and animation modules.

3.1 High Definition Stereoscopic Display

To create the immersive feelings using projection based displays, stereoscopic technologies are usually used. Traditionally, passive stereo technologies are based on either anaglyph imaging or light polarization. Although it has low cost, high light output and lightweight glasses advantages, the ghosting effect generated inherent with these two technologies degrade the viewing experience. Therefore these two technologies are not suitable for immersive simulation use. Active stereo technology makes use of shutter glasses to show different images from projectors of a different refresh rate for each eye. Besides the cumbersomeness of using battery packed shutter glasses, the user may feel nauseated when moving in a fast speed playing tennis wearing them. In addition, for each display screen, two projectors are needed in synchronization with the computer and the shutter glasses to show frames at different refresh rates, which doubles the cost of using a single projector as in passive stereo technologies.

In our system, we used the latest Infitec stereo technology [7] which split the color spectrum of each frame with two optical filters for each eye. Only one projector is needed for each display screen. Additionally, there is no ghosting effect for Infitec technology when the user is moving in fast speed, which makes it suitable for our immersive simulation.

3.2 Robust Real-Time Hybrid Tracking

In a traditional immersive environment such as a CAVE which requires 6 DOF tracking, magnetic tracking systems such as Flock of Birds [8], and ultrasonic-inertial tracking systems such as Intersense IS-900 [9] were usually used for viewing and navigation. However, the magnetic tracking quality was severely affected by the existence of metal materials within that environment, and the ultrasonic tracking which provides position estimation in a ultrasonic-inertial tracking system was often unstable, and lost track frequently, especially in the wireless mode. Thus the only reliable fast yet stable trackers are the inertial trackers which provides the 3 DOF orientation tracking data.

Infrared-based optical tracking technology such as A.R.T [10] or PPTH [11] was developed as a vision-based tracking method using multiple IR cameras. Although this technology is sensitive to sunlight or incandescent light, it is suitable for an indoor dark or florescent lighting environment. As most VR simulations are projection based and situated indoor, this technology can be widely used to provide the position tracking. The orientation tracking result of this technology is not accurate and unstable due to the short IR marker distance for camera triangulation. Since other IR based tracking methods [10], [12] only run at a low rate (under 100 Hz), PPTH is the only high-speed IR tracking technology (175 Hz) currently that is capable of tracking fast movement objects such as tennis rackets.

Pure vision-based tracking technology was widely used in augmented reality (AR) [13] and mixed reality (MR) [14] applications. Normally, visual markers need to be provided and the orientation estimation is not very stable or accurate. Some applications integrate vision-based tracking with magnetic/inertial tracking, however, due to the low tracking rate of vision-based tracking technology, this type of hybrid tracking [15], [16] is not suitable to be applied in our system which requires high speed (over 150 Hz) tracking.

As optical tracking only provides good quality 3 DOF position tracking data, and may be occluded every now and then due to the inherent nature of vision-based tracking, we use inertial tracking to provide the 3 DOF orientation tracking data and ultrasonic tracking to complement the optical tracking when occlusion occurred. Sensor fusion algorithms with Kalman filtering [17], [18] was used to smooth the combined position tracking with data inputs and produce more accurate result from ultrasonic and optical tracking. Through this approach, the 6 DOF robust and smooth tracking in real time can be achieved with high speed movements in our system.

3.3 Animation

In this section, we will first introduce the shader-based skin deformation that has been implemented in our system and is crucial to the real-time rendering of the virtual player. The intelligent animation control will then be briefly described for controlling the virtual player’s actions.

3.3.1 Shader-Based Skin Deformation

The virtual player is driven by data-driven animations; this offers life-like and realistic animations that are still not achievable from procedural methods. In the classical way of animation using data-driven approach, the steps involve animating a skeletal structure using a database of animation data and then deforming the target mesh based on binding information between the skeleton and the mesh. The deformed mesh is then copied over to the graphics card to be rendered, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). This approach is later
referred as CPU-based animation.

Given a polygon count of roughly 64,000, animating the skeleton and deforming the mesh is achievable under 10 milliseconds. However, transferring over 64,000 polygons’ worth of vertex data from CPU memory to graphics memory becomes the bottleneck. As a simple example, 64,000 polygon’s worth of data is equal to $64,000 \times 4 \times 3 \times 3 = 1.5$ MB. This is assuming the data consists of only vertices and normals, and each floating point value is 4 bytes. We need to send 1.5 MB data from CPU memory to GPU memory every frame. Given PCI-e 16x transfer rate of 4000 MB/s [19], that would be 1.33 MB per 0.03 seconds, or 30 frames per seconds. Therefore, for a sustainable frame rate of 30 frames per second, the maximum amount of data transferred between the CPU and graphics card should not be more than 1.33 MB. Clearly, transferring deformed mesh data over to the graphics card every frame is not an efficient method of animating a high-polygon count virtual character. Fortunately, programmable shaders allows for mesh deformation to be performed on the GPU side, as illustrated in Fig. 3 (b). This approach is called shader-based skin deformation [20], and referred later as GPU-based animation. The GPU is better suited to handle mesh deformation than CPU because it is designed to process lots of vertices very efficiently. It does so by using a large number of parallel processing cores that are specialized for vector (SIMD) operations. For example, the Nvidia Quadro FX 4600 has 112 Processing Cores that are capable of processing 250 million triangles per second [21]. This, in effect, is like using a massively parallel algorithm for mesh deformation. This has the advantages of freeing up more CPU cycles to perform other tasks such as AI, and avoiding the inefficient CPU-GPU memory transfers. For shader-based deformation, only a few changes need to be made:

- Increasing the size of a vertex data to include bone indices and weights (typically an addition of 8 floats per vertex)
- Transferring the animated skeleton to the graphics card in the form of matrices. 1 bone consists of 16 floats, and typical skeletons have less than 50 bones, which would translate to 800 floats per frame.
- The scene graph needs to have shader support. For our application, OpenGL Performer [22] supports GLSL [23], and we did the deformation entirely in vertex shader.
- The animation library needs to support GPU-accelerated animation. This means that the vertex data has to have the correctly assigned binding information of bone indices and weights, and the animated skeleton has to be in the form of matrices. Havok Animation [24], which we used as our underlying animation engine, has all of these qualities.

In addition, this framework allows more possibilities to be explored:

- CPU can spend more time on application related tasks such as AI or ball dynamics;
- Allows the use of higher polygon count models; without regard to polygon budget;
- Multiple characters may be animated, such as crowd or more playing characters;
- More efficient design in utilizing parallelism between CPU and GPU;
- Moving the whole animation process to GPU through the use of CUDA [25] or OpenCL [26].

3.4 Animation Control

Our system contains a set of motion captured animations related to tennis, such as service, running (locomotion), hitting (shot), idling etc.. To control the animation of the virtual player, a block diagram is drawn to direct the actions of player under different game events (see Fig. 4). When the game starts, one of the service animations will be played. Special events such as waving and walking around the court can also be triggered.

More importantly, the virtual player should be able to hit the ball when the opponent returns the ball in virtually infinite possible trajectories, while the animation should retain the realism in motion captured data and the result should be believable. However, reusing and editing motion captured data to adapt for different tasks is a challenge. To achieve this, we use a directed bipartite graph formed out of all possible combinations of running and hitting animations and hit positions, generating hypotheses of animation sequences. The best hypothesis is a result of a set of pruning and score functions that eliminate and reward candidates based on their naturalness and logic in the context of a real tennis game. For example, out of court hit possibilities are pruned away, and sequences that make the character run too
fast or too slow are given low scores. The best sequence then undergo high level edits such as root-level transformation, blending and speed modification. When no best pair can be found, a miss animation will be executed. More details can be found in [27].

3.5 Haptics

For an immersive tennis sports training system, haptics module is crucial as proved by the success of Wii remote [28] tennis. However, Wii only provides the vibration feelings, whereas in a real tennis game, the play can clearly feel the force/torque feedback with tactile feelings when he hits the ball back. In our implementation, we used a real tennis racket to provide the basic tactile feedback. An actuator attached to the racket can provide the vibration feedback when the virtual ball collides with the real tennis racket. A printed circuit board (PCB) was designed, implemented and integrated in the racket with the USB/RS232 converter output. The vibration solution is the first step towards the 6 DOF force feedback haptics, which will be further investigated at a later stage. More details will be reported in a separate paper [29] due to the space constraint here.

4. Results and User Study

4.1 Results

Our rear-projection 3D display system (a front screen and a right screen at an angle of 90 degrees) has been implemented with each screen of 4.0 m wide and 2.25 m high. One Barco Galaxy NH-12 DLP projector (12,000 ansi Lumens and 1920 × 1080 native resolution) [30] is used for each screen to generate Infitec stereo images. The wireless hybrid tracking system is comprised of Intersense IS-900 (ultrasonic and inertial) and WorldViz PPTH (4 IR cameras) to provide robust high speed tracking. A snapshot of a real player in this system is shown in Fig. 5.

The simulation were run on Dual-Core AMD Opteron Processor 2220 (2.8 GHz) with 8 GB RAM and running Windows XP 64-bits. The graphics card was a Nvidia Quadro FX4600. The display resolution is 3840 by 1080 pixels with the scene rendered in stereoscopic display mode. We have conducted two tests to compare the performance of CPU-based animation with GPU-based animation (shader-based skin deformation). In the first test, a high-polygon model of 62,160 triangles and 31,968 vertices was rendered in stereoscopic display mode, and the performance measurements of these two approaches are shown in Table 1. The processing time measures the CPU processing time of that particular application per frame; the drawing time measures how long GPU takes to draw a scene; the total latency refers to the time between the user input and the display of a new image computed from that input, which typically is the sum of the CPU processing time, GPU drawing time, and some additional hardware delays.

Table 1 shows that for CPU-based animation, the total latency is very high. The overhead of transferring vertex data to the GPU is a huge contributing factor. Additionally, the CPU usage is also very high. This would be unacceptable as the CPU is needed for other more crucial computations such as AI and dynamics. Drawing also takes up more time due to re-setting up of triangles every frame. With GPU-based animation, the numbers are dramatically improved: the total latency is down with negligible CPU processing time and drawing time.

In Table 2, the performance comparison of animating a low-polygon model with 2,162 triangles and 1,083 vertices in the stereoscopic display mode is presented. Though
Table 2 Performance comparison of animating a model with 2,162 triangles and 1,083 vertices in stereoscopic display mode.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Processing Time (ms)</th>
<th>Drawing Time (ms)</th>
<th>Total Latency (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Animation Control Results: (a) the real player hits the ball; (b) the virtual player runs towards the ball; (c) the virtual player’s pose changes from locomotion to shot; (d) the virtual player hits back the ball.](image)

4.2 User Study

To validate the system that was created, we conducted a user study. The focus of the user study was to assess the system’s ability to provide an immersive and realistic tennis game experience. The system was tested against Virtua Tennis™ 2009 on a Wii™ console. This system was chosen as a point of comparison, as it is the closest current commercial tennis simulation available on today’s market. Furthermore, Virtua Tennis™ uses the Wii MotionPlus™, which is intended to improve the motion tracking accuracy of the Wii™. Both our system and Virtua Tennis™ will provide force feedback when the virtual ball is contacted. To make the comparison as fair as possible, Virtua Tennis™ was projected on one of the immersive tennis screens, and was configured to use as much of the screen as possible.

The user study was conducted on 22 subjects. They were asked to play both systems for approximately 10 minutes each. At the end of the system test, the subjects were asked a series of questions to rate the realism of the character and animation. Also asked were questions about the haptic response and the immersiveness of both systems. In the case of immersiveness, the subjects were asked to rate the immersive feeling from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree), if they felt they were playing in a real tennis environment.

4.2.1 Human Character Animation

In regards to the human character animation, the analysis showed that both systems were comparable in terms of realism, based on a 5% level of significance. When considering this result, Virtua Tennis™’s character animation was commercially produced. In comparison, our system used a small set of motion capture sequences and little extra resources. The evaluation specifically compared the virtual character’s backward, forward, and sideways motion toward the ball. In the overall question as to “Does the character look realistic?”, our average rating was 3.6 compared to Virtua Tennis™ 3.4 on a scale from 1 (very unnatural) to 5 (very natural). Thus, compared to Virtua Tennis™, the user test shows we produced equal or better character animation without the production typically necessary for a top-rated commercial game.

4.2.2 Haptic Stimulation

In the user study, users were also questioned about the haptic feedback from both our system and Virtua Tennis™. When asked about the overall haptic experience, again on
the same scale from 1 (very unrealistic) to 5 (very realistic), the immersive tennis system scored 3.1 as opposed to the Wii<sup>TM</sup> controller’s 2.6. The audio feedback and use of the solenoid certainly aided in the improved results. Many subjects said that holding a real racket enhanced the user experience. More experienced tennis players did report that the effect was too small compared to the actual game for both systems.

4.2.3 Immersive Experience

The main objective of the tennis simulation system was to create a realistic and immersive environment for the users. As previously mentioned, this question was rated by users from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree) in regards to realism and immersiveness. In this case, the system scored 4.9 as opposed to Virtua Tennis<sup>TM</sup> 3.6. When doing the user study, some users were immersed enough to not realize the presence of the projector screen. On occasions, users ran into the projector screens. However, with the added tracking and haptic systems, some users felt that the prototype tennis racket was heavier than an unmodified one.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we discussed the benefits of applying VR for education and especially for sports education. Further, we reported design and implementation of an immersive VR tennis education system using stereoscopic display walls. The system architecture is modular and scalable, with software based on the common scene graph and hardware on projector-based system. Through key technologies such as high-definition stereoscopic display, robust and accurate hybrid tracking, shader-based skin deformation, intelligent animation control, and haptics feedback, real-time immersive tennis playing experience is achieved. With its high performance, the system can be easily scaled to suit various immersive interactive applications such as architecture walkthroughs, military training simulations, other sports game simulations, interactive theaters, and telepresent exhibitions. User studies were carried out to validate our system efficiency and reported here.

There are still some future work to be done to enhance our VR system. A 6 DOF haptics feedback module needs to be investigated and integrated into the simulation to increase the realism and better measurements of the force feedbacks. Virtual players needs more artificial intelligence input to play better with human players. In addition, ball simulation on different grounds needs to be investigated to give the player feeling of playing on different courts, such as grass, clay or concrete (hard court). Other sensory cues are also needed to be implemented such as airflows to simulate different weather conditions of the tennis court.
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